Tissue glucose level modulates the mechanical responses of cutaneous nociceptors in streptozotocin-diabetic rats but not normal rats in vitro.
The maintenance of normoglycemia has been reported to reduce painful sensations in diabetic subjects. This suggests that lowering the tissue glucose concentration might inhibit the increased cutaneous nociceptor activities seen in a diabetic conditin. To test this hypothesis, we studied the effect of changing the glucose concentration in the superfusate of in vitro preparations (high, HG: 20 mM or normal glucose, NG: 6.7 mM) on the mechanical response of C-fiber polymodal receptors (C-polymodal receptors). Single fiber activities of C-polymodal receptors were recorded from skin-nerve in vitro preparations of streptozotocin-induced diabetic and age-matched control rats. Pressure stimulation was applied to the receptive field by a servo-controlled mechanical stimulator. C-polymodal receptors from diabetic preparations superfused with HG-solution showed increased spontaneous activity, lowered response threshold, increased response magnitude and a less adaptive response pattern to mechanical stimulation compared with those from control preparations superfused with NG-solution. C-polymodal receptors from diabetic preparations superfused with NG-solution showed no such changes. The responsiveness of C-polymodal receptors from control preparations was not different in NG- or HG-conditions. These data demonstrated that normalization of the glucose concentration normalized the responsiveness of C-polymodal receptors in diabetic animals. This response may be associated with the fact that normoglycemia reduces painful sensations in diabetic subjects.